You are best defense against cyber attackers
You are key in not only protecting our organization but helping to identify and report suspicious activity. (10-3-16)

Nebraska Medicine earns elite national award
Nebraska Medicine is honored to announce its recognition by Vizient, Inc as the recipient of the 2016 Bernard A. Birnbaum, MD, Quality Leadership Award. (10-3-16)

Children's, Nebraska Medicine sign MOU
Signed a Memorandum of Understanding to explore building upon their current affiliation to enhance the care provided to children and families in the greater Omaha community and beyond. (10-11-16)

Student Health collaborates with COP
UNMC pharmacist interns provided flu shots for student through a collaborative effort with Student Health. (10-19-16)

$20 million research grant is largest ever for UNMC
A team of UNMC researchers headed by Matthew Rizzo, MD, has landed a five-year research grant from the National Institutes of Health totaling nearly $20 million. (10-24-16)

Welcome reception for Dr. DeBehnke on Nov. 9
A UNMC campus welcome reception for Nebraska Medicine CEO, Dan DeBehnke, MD, is planned for Wednesday, November 9 from 3 to 5 pm in the Truhlsen Campus Events Center in the Sorrell Center. (10-25-16)

Participate in the 2017 Nebraska Science Festival
Share your excitement for science with others at the 2017 Nebraska Science Festival, which will run April 20-29. (10-26-16)

COM curriculum change moving forward
InterCOM plans to carry a series of articles over the next several months on the reform. (10-27-16)

Employment Verification gets easier
Nebraska Medicine is partnering with The Work Number from Equifax to simplify verification using an online system, which is available 24/7. (10-4-16)

October Forums include benefits, reward and recognition program
Hundreds of colleagues attended or viewed a livestream of October Colleague Forums on Oct. 19. (10-20-16)

New Phone Number for One Chart Training Resource Center
A new phone number has been created to make it easier to reach the One Chart Training Resource Center. The new number is 402-559-HELP (4357). (10-24-16)

University Tower ORs Slated to Close Nov. 22
On Nov. 22, after the final case, the ORs in University Tower will close. The closure will mean reduced capacity from Nov. 23-30. (10-24-16)

LGBTQ Training Opportunity for all Colleagues
For several years, Nebraska Medicine has been the only health care organization in the region to hold a special certification from the Human Rights Campaign attesting to the fact that we offer sensitive and competent care to LGBTQ patients. (10-25-16)

PerfectServe Launch Postponed till December
Plans to launch PerfectServe, a new secure communications and collaboration platform have been pushed back several weeks. The tentative launch date is Dec. 6. (10-27-16)

Nebraska Medicine/UNMC to develop National Training Center
The University of Nebraska Medical Center/Nebraska Medicine have been awarded $19.8 million by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to develop a Training, Simulation and Quarantine Center. (10-31-16)